Trash The Disney Empire Theme Round

TRASHionals 2000 at Case Western Reserve University (April 1)

Tossups

It opened last week (March 23) at the Palace Theater on Broadway starring Sherie Renee Scott, Adam Pascal, and Heather Headley in the title role. For ten points, name the newest of the Disney on Broadway productions, a collaboration of Elton John and Tim Rice that does not resemble Verdi’s story of an Ethiopian princess.
ANSWER: Aida

Here, kids can go to Scuttle’s Cove while Serenity Bay is an adults-only beach. For ten points, name this location at 26.05 North, 77.32 West, an island entirely owned by Disney.
ANSWER: Castaway Cay

He made his film debut in the Silly Symphony short “The Wise Little Hen” (1934), and has a nightmare he was living in Nazi Germany in the Academy-award winning Der Führer’s Face. For ten points, name this famous Disney animated character best known for saying “Oh boy oh boy oh boy” since you can’t understand most of the other words he says.
ANSWER: Donald Duck

With a theme composed by Jean Jacques Perry and Gershon Kingsley, it was first performed at Disneyland June 17, 1972, but closed in October 1996. Fortunately, it has reappeared for the Disney 2000 celebrations in Orlando. For ten points, name this cortege of illuminated floats that has entertained over 75 million people.
ANSWER: Main Street Electrical Parade

The original female juvenile lead is replaced with a boy, and Guffy McGovern has been replaced with George Knox. For ten points, name this 1994 Disney movie, a remake of a 1951 non-Disney film with cameos of Ty Cobb and Joe Dimaggio.
ANSWER: Angels in the Outfield

The Blue Fairy and Jiminy Cricket assist you in rescuing various main characters to restore the endings to four famous Disney-version stories, but the archenemies of Peter Pan, Dumbo, Snow White, and Alice in Wonderland want to re-write the stories so that their side wins. For ten points, name this video game in which you try to make each story end happily ever after.
ANSWER: Disney’s Villain’s Revenge

He likes to wear a blue nightcap and blue slippers when he goes to bed, watches “Matlock” and knows Forrest Gump. A bit lovestruck for Princess Tatiana, whom he had rescued from danger, he is happy remaining a bachelor. For ten points, name this animal character whose best friend was Fred but is paired on TV with his warthog friend Pumbaa.
ANSWER: Timon

This clause precedes phrases like In a Car, As a Pedestrian, With a Bicycle, With Fire, and With Electricity. Although sometimes these short films had appearances by Pinocchio, for ten points, name this series of educational films with advice by Jiminy Cricket that could make you live to 103.
ANSWER: “I'm No Fool”

While the original 1960 version didn’t give the animals any voice, the 1993 and 1996 sequel gives dialogue to Chance (voiced by Michael J. Fox), Sassy (Sally Field), and Shadow (Don Ameche in 1993, Ralph Waite in 1996). For ten points, name any of the three films about two dogs and a cat that somehow find their way home after being separated from their humans.
ANSWER: The Incredible Journey (1960) or Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey (1993, accept either part) or Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco

At the Contemporary Resort, the parking lot floral arrangement. Close to the tail of a dragon in the “Dragon - Ruler of Wind and Waves” mural in China at EPCOT. The final balloon scene of the Jim Henson Muppet Vision
3D Exhibit at Disney-MGM Studios. For ten points, these are among the many reported locations to observe the silhouette of what famous Disney character?
ANSWER: **Mickey Mouse** (accept early buzz “Hidden Mickeys”)

This movie was an attempt to update a popular Mark Twain novel by having the main character and a robot travel back in time where Tom befriends Alisande. For ten points, name this 1979 movie that was neither a sci-fi nor comedic version of *A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court*.
ANSWER: **Unidentified Flying Oddball** or **A Spaceman in King Arthur’s Court**

Comprised of seven different sections, this theme park will feature 23 attractions – including two Jules Verne-inspired rides – and its own signature hotel The Miracosta. For ten points, name this theme park opening in the fall of 2001 near the Tokyo Disneyland which will be iconified by the featured globe-shaped fountain known as the AquaSphere.
ANSWER: Tokyo **DisneySea**

This title character gets into so much trouble that her parents decide to ground her... which means she’s forced to move her from her space-station-home to live with her aunt back to Earth. For ten points, name this original Disney TV movie set in 2040, starring Kirsten Storms as the teenager who’s in her “element.”
ANSWER: **Zenon, Girl of the 21st Century**

Here, you can be an Imagineer at the Animation Academy, ride bumper cars and shoot off cannons in Astroblaster, and take The Magic Carpet Ride through Agrabah collecting jewels to release the Genie. For ten points, name this Disney “indoor interactive theme park” found in Chicago, Philadelphia, Orlando, and on the Web.
ANSWER: DisneyQuest

Guests like Jason Seahorn and Lisa Leslie lend their bodies in this computer-intense TV comedy starring Michael Galeota and Courntee Draper, who assume the identities and live the lives of various professional athletes. For ten points, name this TV series named after the garment used to transform its wearer into a sports star.
ANSWER: “The Jersey”

At her 15th-year anniversary class reunion, she poses as a cardiologist who’s married to Adam, the brain surgeon. In the pilot episode, she goes back to get her driver’s license picture retaken because her friends think the previous one made her look rather “unnatural.” For ten points, name this title character of a sitcom now seen on the Disney-owned Lifetime Network about a bookstore owner who later announces, “I’m gay.”
ANSWER: Ellen Degeneres (either name acceptable, I suppose)

Originally a pre-med student at Denison University, he found his academic interests lay in English literature. Three years after he graduated, he produced *Feelin’ Groovy* at Marine World, his first television special. For ten points, name this man who would become a chief executive of Paramount Pictures before taking the helm of the Walt Disney Company.
ANSWER: Michael D. Eisner

Featured in 26 silent cartoons beginning with “Poor Papa” (1927) and ending his Disney tenure with “Hot Dog” in 1928, this character was the first featured in Disney merchandising from candy bars to stencil kits. For ten points, name this “lucky bunny” continued on by Walter Lantz.
ANSWER: Oswald the Lucky Rabbit

In a 1982 Tim Burton-directed stop-action Disney film, a young boy aspires to be this famous horror film actor, whose voice is used in the film. The only other time this same actor lends his voice for a Disney flick is as the villain Ratigan in *The Great Mousse Detective*. For ten points, name this actor who was the original host of PBS’ *Mystery* series and to the voiceover in Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.”
ANSWER: Vincent Price (accept early “Vincent”, because the stop-action film is entitled Vincent)

This perennial Disney favorite, when it was first released, was promoted with a theme song by Gil George and Oliver Wallace, and on television by “The Best Doggonest Dog in the World.” For ten points, name this film in which the title character saves Arliss from a bear, Travis from wild pigs, and their mother Mrs. Coates from a rabid wolf before he himself must be put down.
ANSWER: **Old Yeller**
Bonuses

1. Identify the following items about events being held at the Disney Wide World of Sports (TM) complex in Orlando.
   a. This team plays a 15-game home schedule during spring training at the Disney Complex.
      ANSWER: Atlanta or Braves
   b. While it is one of five 18-hole courses at Disney, the Magnolia course is mainly used for the PGA tour’s Golf Classic tournament at the complex, sponsored by this rental car company.
      ANSWER: National Car Rental, Inc.
   c. The Walt Disney World Speedway offers the chance for people to learn what it takes to compete in NASCAR through this racer’s eponymous “Driving Experience.”
      ANSWER: Richard Petty

2. Name the animated Disney villain from the movies they’re featured in.
   a. The original movie Aladdin, though he seeks his revenge in the direct-to-video flop sequel.
      ANSWER: Jafar
   b. The Rescuers
      ANSWER: Madame Medusa
   c. Pocahontas
      ANSWER: Governor Ratcliffe
   d. Sleeping Beauty
      ANSWER: Maleficent

3. Now showing on British Disney is “Boy Meets World.” Answer these questions about that great show.
   a. He plays Mr. Feeny, but you may recognize his voice as that of Kit on “Knight Rider.”
      ANSWER: William Daniels
   b. The 75th episode of the show featured Eric lying about his age to go on this TV show to find himself a college girl to date…except she lied about her age to get on the show too.
      ANSWER: “Singled Out”
   c. Topanga declines her spot to go to Yale to attend this college with her now-husband Cory.
      ANSWER: Pembrook University

4. Answer these questions on the Disney character thespian David Tomlinson.
   a. Tomlinson is best known and recognized as George Banks in this movie featuring Dick Van Dyke and Julie Andrews.
      ANSWER: Mary Poppins
   b. In Bednobs and Broomsticks, as Emelius Browne, the correspondence course mentor of Angela Lansbury’s Eglantine Price, he referees a football/soccer match in this “animated” world.
      ANSWER: Land of Naboombo
   c. Tomlinson plays this British rival to Jim Douglas (played by Dean J ones) who drives Herbie the Love Bug.
      ANSWER: Peter Thorndike

5. Just when you think they couldn’t do another sequel, they release a third Mighty Ducks movie. Answer these questions on the series.
   a. He plays Coach Gordon Bombay, who decides not to go with the rest of the Junior Goodwill Champion Ducks in the third movie.
      ANSWER: Emilio Estevez
   b. The Ducks received scholarships to attend this college prep school to begin the premise of D3.
      ANSWER: Eden Hall
   c. Jeffrey Nordling becomes their new coach and gets them psyched to play against this arch-rival school.
      ANSWER: Warrior Varsity

6. BONUS: Answer these questions on the life of Walt Disney.
   a. (5) At age 16, he joined this organization to serve as an ambulance driver near the end of World War I.
      ANSWER: [American] Red Cross
   b. (10) The Pat Powers film distributor released this movie in theaters, in which sound was synchronized with the visual frames.
      ANSWER: Steamboat Willie
   c. (15) In the 1950’s the newly formed Buena Vista film distribution company released this live-action film into theaters to tremendous box office success.
ANSWER: The Living Desert

7. BONUS: Identify these construction projects of the Disney Empire for ten points each.
a. Prior to the Broadway staging of The Lion King, the Disney company spent $34 million to renovate this 1800-seat theater on 42nd Street.
ANSWER: The New Amsterdam Theater
b. This community near Walt Disney World was proposed in 1995 as a celebration of the American small town and democracy, while critics viewed Disney as the controlling force.
ANSWER: Celebration
c. In 1994, Disney Company abandoned a project to build this theme park four miles away from the Manassas National Battlefield.
ANSWER: Disney America
d. Scheduled to open by 2001 is this theme park situated next to Disneyland with everything you’d ever want in a state on a few hundred acres.
ANSWER: Disney’s California Adventure Theme Park

8. BONUS: Name the famous actors who lent their voices to the following animated characters for ten points each.
a. Mushu (from Mulan)
ANSWER: Eddie Murphy
b. Hermes the Messenger God (from the movie and animated TV series Hercules)
ANSWER: Paul Shaffer (from “The Late Show with David Letterman”)
c. Clayton (from the movie Tarzan), he also was the voice for Boss Nass in Star Wars Episode One: The Phantom Menace.
ANSWER: Brian Blessed
d. Copper the mature dog (from the movie The Fox and the Hound)
ANSWER: Kurt Russell

9. BONUS: Given the skin tone, identify the character on Doug.
a. Doug’s best friend is this teal-skinned 12 ¾ -year old.
ANSWER: Skeeter Valentine
b. This purple-skinned 13-year-old is secretly in love with Skeeter.
ANSWER: Beebe Bluff
c. This 14-year-old has been stuck at his grade level for two years. Name this lime-colored bully who owns Stinky the cat.
ANSWER: Roger Klotz
d. He is Doug’s best non-human friend. Name this gray-haired dog with a very non-canine name.
ANSWER: Porkchop

10. They were only on for 13 episodes in the mid-1980’s, so kudos to you if you actually can recall the following Wuzzles for ten points each.
a. He discovers a rather famous piece of music by Brahms that put all the other Wuzzles to sleep.
ANSWER: Woolrus
b. He lives in a lighthouse, owns a chugboat, and likes liver-spinach sandwiches.
ANSWER: Moosel
c. Bumblelion has the hots for this nature-loving Wuzzle who is the only one known to fly.
ANSWER: Butterbear
[Source: http://www.fortunecity.com/lavendar/elystan/392/wuzzles/info.html]

11. For ten points each, identify the following about “The Absent Minded Professor.”
a. The Professor invents this anti-gravity goo.
ANSWER: Flubber
b. This actor originally portrayed the title character (Dr. Ned Brainard) in the 1961 film.
ANSWER: Fred Macmurray
c. In the 1988 TV remake, this comedian portrayed the title character (Professor Harry Crawford).
ANSWER: Harry Anderson

12. BONUS: Identify these associations who believe Disney is so evil they are supporting a boycott of Disney for ten points each.
a. This leading protestant denomination in the United States began everything.
ANSWER: **Southern Baptist Convention**  

b. On June 19, 1997, this conservative talk show host and presidential aspirant supported the SBC's decision to call for a boycott.  

ANSWER: Alan **Keyes**  

c. A political conservative “version” of the National Organization for Women, they also joined in on July 1997 with the SBC boycott.  

ANSWER: **Concerned Women for America (CWA)**

13. BONUS: Answer these questions on the roles of Andrea McArdle.  

a. (5) On Broadway, she has played this lead character in Disney's theatrical version of Beauty and the Beast.  

ANSWER: **Belle**  

b. (10) McArdle is no stranger to Broadway and she received a Tony nomination over 20 years ago playing the title juvenile character in this musical, which Disney later reprised in 1999 for the “Wonderful World of Disney.”  

ANSWER: **Annie**  

c. (15) McArdle appears as this character in the “NYC” number in the 1999 Disney adaptation of Annie.  

ANSWER: **Start-To-Be**

14. BONUS: Identify the following original movies for the Disney Channel for 15 points each.  

a. His life takes a major turn as this kid moves from a surfboardin’ life in Hawaii to the snow of Vermont. Regardless, he learns to adjust from doing pipes to doing slaloms in – for ten points – what original 1999 Disney Channel movie starring Brandon Baker.  

ANSWER: **Johnny Tsunami**  

b. The Boogeyman frames Frances McCaughland for various strange things happening around Middleburg, and Frances has to rely on the help of Larry, her kid brother’s imaginary friend to clear her name.  

ANSWER: **Don't Look Under the Bed**

15. BONUS: At some point, you have to eat, so identify what portion of The Animal Kingdom themepark you can find these restaurants for 15 points each.  

a. The Restaurantosaurus, which serves mostly food from McDonalds.  

ANSWER: **Dinoland U.S.A.**  

b. Flame Tree Barbecue and Pizzafari  

ANSWER: **Safari Village**

16. BONUS: Answer these questions on terms you’d need to follow The X Games on ESPN.  

a. This verb is used when a wakeboarder confronts and obstacle and hits it.  

ANSWER: **Bonk**  

b. A 540-degree turn performed on a ramp, it is named after a competitor of aggressive in-line skating and skateboarding, not an ice cream cone from McDonald’s.  

ANSWER: **McTwist**  

c. The skateboarder’s version of the “quad” in figure skating, it was performed competitively by Tony Hawk at X Games Five (1999). Name this term that is used to describe 2½ twists.  

ANSWER: **900**

17. BONUS: Name these animals from the Jungle Book.  

a. This is Mowgli’s lovable “papa bear”.  

ANSWER: **Baloo**  

b. This tiger hates humans and swears to kill Mowgli.  

ANSWER: **Shere Khan**  

c. This python is a sly master of hypnotism.  

ANSWER: **Kaa**

18. BONUS 30-20-10-1, name this Disney film.  


The “monster” this investigating party discovers is none other than a nuclear-powered submarine, commanded by the devious Captain Nemo. It is based on Jules Verne’s short story *20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.*

**ANSWER:** *20,000 Leagues Under the Sea*

19. **BONUS:** For ten points each, name these games that comprise *Tron* the arcade game from descriptions.
   a. The most popular game, you are matched against two or three different opponents, and you have to prevent yourself from being surrounded by their yellow “beams” as you surround them with your “blue” beam.
   **ANSWER:** *Light cycles* (bikes)
   b. The easiest of the game, you have to move Tron through a maze into the I/O tower where he’ll be beamed up before the multiplying title creatures touch him.
   **ANSWER:** *Grid bugs*
   c. The game that appears the most like “Breakout”, Tron shoots up at the protective shield surrounding the prized computer uberprogram as the shield rotates and descends upon Tron.
   **ANSWER:** *MCP Cone*
   [The last game is “Tank” in which Tron has to destroy all the computers’ tanks, but it takes three shots to disable the opponent, but one shot to disable the player.]

20. **BONUS:** Answer the questions on the animated shorts that made up the compilation “Make Mine Music” for ten points each.
   a. Jerry Colonna is the narrator of the fifth short film about a baseball player who somehow loses his touch and cannot hit the ball as well as he used to.
   **ANSWER:** *Casey at the Bat*
   b. “All the Cats Join In” (#3) and “After You’ve Gone” (#8) both feature the splendid music of this jazz orchestra leader known for *Jumpin’ at the Woodside* and his rendition of *Sing Sing Sing* (with a Swing).
   **ANSWER:** Benjamin David “Benny” *Goodman*
   c. The last short film shows a whale dreaming that he was singing at this great opera house before being harpooned.
   **ANSWER:** The Metropolitan Opera House in New York City